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© Statista 2017

2.32 BILLION PEOPLE 2.32 BILLION PEOPLE 2.32 BILLION PEOPLE 2.32 BILLION PEOPLE ––––

EACH LOOKING AT THEIR SMARTPHONEEACH LOOKING AT THEIR SMARTPHONEEACH LOOKING AT THEIR SMARTPHONEEACH LOOKING AT THEIR SMARTPHONE



“Ofcom figures suggest even 
three and four year olds consume 
an average of six and half hours 
of internet time per week, 
according to the broadcasting 
regulators.”

The Independent

DISTRACTEDDISTRACTEDDISTRACTEDDISTRACTED

CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN 
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Lovely as they are, my 13-year-old daughter Snapchatted me with these images while she was at school (and 

should have been concentrating on her lessons).

DISTRACTED TEENAGERSDISTRACTED TEENAGERSDISTRACTED TEENAGERSDISTRACTED TEENAGERS
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“St Joseph's RC Primary, 

Middlesbrough, is calling on 

parents to interact with 

youngsters rather than being on 

their mobiles, with the aim of 

encouraging pupils to have 

discussions with their families at 

the end of the school day.”

Sky news

DISTRACTEDDISTRACTEDDISTRACTEDDISTRACTED

ADULTSADULTSADULTSADULTS
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“Smartphones are useful tools… But 

they’re addictive. Pull-to-refresh is 

addictive.” 

Loren Brichter, designer of the pull-to-

refresh mechanism.

EVEN THEEVEN THEEVEN THEEVEN THE

EXPERTSEXPERTSEXPERTSEXPERTS…………
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Snapchat turns conversations 
into streaks, YouTube and Netflix 
autoplay videos and next episodes 
while Facebook and Instagram just 
want to show whatever keeps us 
scrolling…

STREAKS &STREAKS &STREAKS &STREAKS &

SCROLLS SCROLLS SCROLLS SCROLLS 
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"Who ever loved that loved not at 
first sight?"

Christopher Marlowe

ANTIANTIANTIANTI----SOCIALSOCIALSOCIALSOCIAL

MEDIA MEDIA MEDIA MEDIA 
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“The introduction of novelty into one’s 

field of view commands what the 

cognitive psychologists call an orienting 

response (an important evolutionary 

adaption in the field of predators.” 

Matthew Crawford

IT’S A TWEET.IT’S A TWEET.IT’S A TWEET.IT’S A TWEET.

NOT A TIGER. NOT A TIGER. NOT A TIGER. NOT A TIGER. 
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HOW DOESHOW DOESHOW DOESHOW DOES

SILENCE FEEL? SILENCE FEEL? SILENCE FEEL? SILENCE FEEL? 
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“If you are a writer, or want to be 

a writer, this is how you spend 

your days – listening, observing, 

storing things away, making your 

isolation pay off. You take home 

all you've taken in, all that you've 

overheard, and you turn it into 

gold. (Or at least you try.)”

Anne Lamott

WRITER?WRITER?WRITER?WRITER?
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“UK Code of Non-broadcast Advertising 
and Direct & Promotional is the rule book 
for non-broadcast advertisements, sales 

promotions and direct marketing 
communications (marketing 

communications).

This Code must be followed by all 
advertisers, agencies and media.”

ASA.ORG.UK

WHAT’S (Y)OURWHAT’S (Y)OURWHAT’S (Y)OURWHAT’S (Y)OUR

RESPONSIBILITY? RESPONSIBILITY? RESPONSIBILITY? RESPONSIBILITY? 



Would you work for a tobacco firm? A 

casino? A dieting scheme? The porn 

industry? 

YOU HAVE A YOU HAVE A YOU HAVE A YOU HAVE A 

CHOICE CHOICE CHOICE CHOICE 
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“Copywriting is the art and 

science of strategically delivering 

words (whether written or spoken) 

that get people to take some form 

of action.” 

Brian Clark, Copyblogger

WE WRITE WE WRITE WE WRITE WE WRITE 

TO SELLTO SELLTO SELLTO SELL
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“Copywriters are some of the 

highest-paid writers in the world.”

Brian Clark, Copyblogger

A FAIRA FAIRA FAIRA FAIR

EXCHANGE EXCHANGE EXCHANGE EXCHANGE 



“Silence is now offered as a luxury good. 

In the business-class lounge at Charles 

de Gaulle airport, what you hear is the 

occasional tinkling of a spoon against 

china.” 

Matthew Crawford

HAS THE HAS THE HAS THE HAS THE 

BACKLASHBACKLASHBACKLASHBACKLASH BEGUN?BEGUN?BEGUN?BEGUN?
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“Katherine I think you can sense 
my frustration…”

MEETMEETMEETMEET

GEORGEGEORGEGEORGEGEORGE
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‘No No No No No’

Cath Campbell and Miles Thurlow

TAKING PRIDE IN TAKING PRIDE IN TAKING PRIDE IN TAKING PRIDE IN 

YOUR WORK YOUR WORK YOUR WORK YOUR WORK 
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COMMERCE xCOMMERCE xCOMMERCE xCOMMERCE x

CREATIVITY CREATIVITY CREATIVITY CREATIVITY 



OVER TO YOUOVER TO YOUOVER TO YOUOVER TO YOU
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From Schwartz to Maslen, here’s your 

bedrock.

A SOLIDA SOLIDA SOLIDA SOLID

FOUNDATION FOUNDATION FOUNDATION FOUNDATION 
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A SPLASH OFA SPLASH OFA SPLASH OFA SPLASH OF

CREATIVITY CREATIVITY CREATIVITY CREATIVITY 
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“Practice isn't the thing you do 
once you're good. It's the thing 
you do that makes you good.”

Malcolm Gladwell



“One cannot think well, love well, 

sleep well, if one has not dined 

well.”

Virginia Woolf

FOOD FORFOOD FORFOOD FORFOOD FOR

THOUGHTSTHOUGHTSTHOUGHTSTHOUGHTS



“The benefits of silence are off the books. They are not measured directly by any economic instrument such as GDP, yet the availability of 

silence surely contributes to silence and innovation… one consumes a great deal of silence in the course of becoming educated.”

Matthew Crawford

SHHHHH…



“It is no surprise the best ideas 

come to us when we least 

expect it, whether that is when 

travelling to work or falling 

asleep at night. 

Down-time allows our brain to 

process information – making 

connections and spotting 

patterns.”

Trend Bible

#COPYCON17

BOREDOM IS A RECIPE 
FOR CREATIVITY 
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“Sleep is the Swiss Army knife of 

medicine. It is a miraculous cure-all 

that, done properly, makes us live 

longer, enhances our memory, 

ignites our creativity, makes us more 

physically attractive, lowers our food 

cravings, regulates our emotions… 

makes us happier, less depressed 

and less anxious.” Matthew Walker.

SLEEPSLEEPSLEEPSLEEP

WELL WELL WELL WELL 



OKAY, OKAY, OKAY, OKAY, 

LET’SLET’SLET’SLET’S

PLAY PLAY PLAY PLAY 
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Engage your imagination by creative writing teacher and author Vittoria D’Alessio

*Apply to editorials, content marketing and homepage copy

SENSORY WRITINGSENSORY WRITINGSENSORY WRITINGSENSORY WRITING
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An exercise in crafting taut, spare, clean 

language by news journalist Sian M. 

Lewis

3 BIG3 BIG3 BIG3 BIG

BREATHS BREATHS BREATHS BREATHS 
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*Apply to any copywriting where distractions

destroy conversions



A recipe for surprising and 

compelling language by Bret 

Anthony Johnston. 

*Apply to taglines, advertisements 

and 

LIKE WATER  LIKE WATER  LIKE WATER  LIKE WATER  

FOR WORDSFOR WORDSFOR WORDSFOR WORDS
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Pin down your prospects’ stage of awareness. Unearth their wants, needs, complaints, worries – and the way they speak. 

Then use their language to communicate your key messages.  

WANT BETTER RESULTS?WANT BETTER RESULTS?WANT BETTER RESULTS?WANT BETTER RESULTS?
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The psychology of copywriting 

with the addition of creative flair 

results in a powerhouse of 

persuasion. 

COPY +COPY +COPY +COPY +

CREATIVITY = MAGICCREATIVITY = MAGICCREATIVITY = MAGICCREATIVITY = MAGIC
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NEXT?NEXT?NEXT?NEXT?



“If you want to be a writer, 

you must do two things 

above all others: read a lot 

and write a lot.”

Stephen King

. 

#COPYCON17

"Perfectionism is the 

voice of the oppressor, 

the enemy of the people. 

It will keep you cramped 

and insane your whole 

life, and it is the main 

obstacle between you 

and a shitty first draft."

Anne Lamott

FEEDFEEDFEEDFEED

YOURYOURYOURYOUR

MINDMINDMINDMIND



Join The Writing Desk. Discover what 

makes the best writers in the world tick. 

Be bold – join in. 

Yes, you. 

We want to know what makes you dance.

DEAR READER DEAR READER DEAR READER DEAR READER 
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ANDANDANDAND

MICMICMICMIC

DROPDROPDROPDROP…………

KATHERINE WILDMAN

Creative and commercial copywriter

Copywriting teacher

Tone of voice guide

Thank you for having me.



THANK YOUTHANK YOUTHANK YOUTHANK YOU



Mauris quam dolor, cursus at porta et, luctus eget

purus. Nunc tempor luctus interdum. Duis libero leo, 

consequat ut accumsan eu, viverra et erat. Nunc

rhoncus tellus in ipsum molestie et gravida tortor.
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Mauris quam dolor, cursus at porta et, luctus eget
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consequat ut accumsan eu, viverra et erat. Nunc

rhoncus tellus in ipsum molestie et gravida tortor.

AWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOME

LAYOUT LAYOUT LAYOUT LAYOUT 

HIPSTER QUALITY
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Mauris quam dolor, cursus at porta et, luctus eget

purus. Nunc tempor luctus interdum. Duis libero leo, 

consequat ut accumsan eu, viverra et erat. Nunc

rhoncus tellus in ipsum molestie et gravida tortor.

AWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOME

LAYOUT LAYOUT LAYOUT LAYOUT 

HIPSTER QUALITY



Mauris quam dolor, cursus at porta et, luctus eget purus. Nunc tempor luctus interdum. Duis libero leo, consequat ut accumsan eu, viverra et erat. Nunc rhoncus tellus

in ipsum molestie et gravida tortor dignissim. 

IMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENTIMPROVEMENT

HIPSTER QUALITY


